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Adventures under the Midnight Sun
Tangent British Expedition to the Rignys Bjerg Mountains

Before 1998 nobody had investigated or explored the mountains and
glaciers of the Rignys Bjerg area of North-east Greenland. It is a huge

expanse of country, stretching through latitudes 69° and 700 N, all the way
from Watkins Bjerge to Kap Brewster at the mouth of Scoresbysund
(Kangertittivaq), paralleling the Blosseville Coast.

In each year, from 1998 through to 2000, a couple of British groups began
to explore and climb a series of interesting peaks to open up the region,
although Rignys Bjerg itself and Pt. 2680, the highest summit in the area
remain unclimbed. Air access by slti-plane has made travel into ranges like
this much easier, apart from the charter costs of such an approach.

My own chance to get to grips with some of the Rignys Bjerg peaks came
when in 2001 I was invited to co-lead a group on behalf of Tangent
Expeditions International. Thus with five companions, my co-leader
Norman Vernon, Rob MacCallum, Graham Poole, Dave Rothery and my
wife, Sandy, I had flown out to Iceland where at Isafj0rdur on 30 June we
waited for our Twin Otter ski-plane to arrive. The plane, on charter from
Air Iceland, had been taking other Tangent groups into the Martin Knudsens
Nunatakker in 73°N and to Gunnbj0rns Fjeld in the Watkins Bjerge before
collecting us. A phone call from the company's charter sales manager
warned us of some poor weather over in the Rignys Bjerg area and an
unspecified 'technical' problem with the aircraft.

Resigned to a second night in Isafj0rdur, I was surprised to get another
call only twenty minutes later asking me to get over to the airport. Air
Iceland was sending its second Twin Otter to fly us unexpectedly to
Constable Point just north of Scoresbysund. When this aeroplane arrived
in Isafj0rdur it carried not only our equipment, previously freighted out to
Akureyri, but also a mechanic, a huge jack and a complete aeroplane wheel.
Still slightly puzzled by this extra cargo, we gazed out over the dense pack
ice in the Denmark Strait, thinking about the recently discovered wreck of
HMS Hood, sunk in 1941 while pursuing the Bismarck through these very
waters. The little plane crossed the coast of Greenland and turned north
east to wing down in sunshine towards Constable Point. As we made the
final approach it became obvious that the airstrip was obstructed. The red
painted wing of the first Twin Otter was listing badly to port. Our landing
had to be abrupt and short. We disembarked and were asked by the airport
manager to keep out of the way while work began to repair the aircraft. On
returning from the Watkins Bjerge to refuel, the ski-equipped Otter had
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suffered a major tyre blow-out and a mangled wheel on landing. Luckily
the thing hadn't flipped over.

Two hours later we were summoned to board the repaired aircraft. The
mechanic had earned his overtime. We were in the air again en route for
our planned destination in the Rignys Bjerg. An hour's flying south-west
over increasingly impressive peaks and massive moraine-striped glaciers
culminated in a straight-in descent and touchdown on the ice of the
Broadway Glacier at N69°12.34' W26°45.38'. Here we met up with the
Royal Navy Arctic Explorer Expedition led by Brian Pancott. The team
had made numerous ascents on the fringes of the Inland Ice over the previous
month. This team had been landed much higher up on the ice cap but the
air company had requested a lower pick-up which was why they had moved
down to our intended base. For a group which preferred snow shoes to
skis, they had covered a fair stretch of ground.

Twenty-five minutes later the sailors and the Twin Otter were off and we
were left in the always impressive silence of the 'Big White'. For the first
timers to the Arctic, tent-pitching was interrupted by stop-and-stare
moments, and happy grins greeted the roar of stoves as we made hot drinks.
In the early hours of Sunday morning, lit by soft sunlight from the north,
we settled in for some sleep. Later in the day we had the camp organised,
the kit sorted and were in discussion over our potential outings. An
exploratory ski tour was agreed on, to help us loosen our legs, orientate
ourselves in relation to our aerial photographs and identify peaks and routes
we might attempt.

Although Greenland glaciers often permit unroped skiing, we donned
harnesses and crevasse rescue gear for this tour and took a rope in case of
need. All the group were competent or good skiers which made for easy
movement as we headed off along the West Side Glacier, studying south
faces of mountains to our right and north faces to our left.

Stopping to locate peaks on our aerial photo-map, we aimed ourselves
towards a massive pyramid of a mountain and turned up into a glacier bay
to ascend to a col in a bounding ridge to gain a vantage point. Across the
ice behind us rose an attractive arete to a high white peak which we noted
as a worthwhile objective for later in the trip.

As we progressed more steeply up towards the col, Norman, on non
waxing skis, lost his grip and decided to walk. Just before the crest of the
col we encountered a little cluster of crevasses. I paused here to warn
Norman to be watchful, then joined Rob, Dave and Sandy who by then
had crossed over and disappeared behind some rocks to shelter from a cool
breeze. A few minutes later there was some urgent yelling from below. We
looked around the rocks to see only Norman's head and arms and Graham
looking on anxiously a short way behind. A snow-bridge had broken as
Norman stepped onto it, but reacting very quickly he had dived forwards
to jam his ski poles into the upper lip of the crevasse and stopped with his
whole body and legs swinging free in the cavity. Galvanised by this sight
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we got a rope to him with great haste and pulled him to safety, then belayed
Graham across to firm ground too.

Once this excitement and a drinks stop were over, we continued our tour,
crossing beneath the north side of the pyramid. Although it was impressive
to look at from a distance, this mountain seemed to consist of layers of very
rotten rock so we left it off our list. Instead we looked for a descent back to
the West Side Glacier to the west of the pyramid and were disappointed to
find a convex sweep of slope with a few seracs where our photographs
suggested plain sailing. After some zigzagging we made a way down via a
long diagonal traverse with some side-stepping and a lot of side-slipping.
Other interesting peaks appeared across the way and we were happy to see
several good objectives accessible from our camp. After covering 25
kilometres we glided back into camp and tried to sleep in the daylight hours.
This was difficult and for much of the time our sleeping bags were more
useful as shade over our tents rather than bedding.

Just how powerful the sunshine was became obvious the next night when
we attempted the south face of a peak merely an hour's ski out of camp.
Climbing in two ropes of three, we post-holed our way up steep snow until
at two-thirds we gathered on a rock island and decided conditions were not
safe enough to continue. After a careful retreat we agreed that route choices
should be confined to north-facing slopes or ridges which enjoyed some
prolonged shade during the sun's twenty-four round.

We set out on another ski tour the next night, heading south-west into
Hole-in-the-Wall Glacier where we saw more good-looking mountains to
add to our list. Crossing back over Broadway, we skied to Outlook Col at
1725m. From here we cold see the huge glacier system of Sortebrae and
masses of untouched mountains, and also south to the impressive Pt. 2680,
highest in the Rignys Bjerg district, attempted but still not climbed to its
summit. We had discussed trying it, but the long indirect approach and
return would have taken half of our available time so we decided against it.

Time for some more climbing. An easy ski across Broadway to the south
put us below the snow and ice arete of Whiteliner Peak (2000m) which we
climbed up to start the South Side Traverse, which took us along interesting
aretes onto Centrepoint Peak (2025m), then further to reach the rocky top
of Dumperfjeld (2030m). This was a very enjoyable excursion with a
fascinating panorama of mountain and glacier before us as we climbed.
Next evening we elected to go up Hole-in-the-Wall Glacier as its first-ever
visitors. We had chosen a very appealing peak which we began to climb by
its North-east Face. In our usual roping-up order we front-pointed up hard
ice past small rock outcrops, thinking how we could avoid this as a route of
descent, and then pulled out right to cross a wide saddle. A final steep
slope of ice led to a summit ridge and the top of Majordomo Peak (231Om).
It was two in the morning and the peak was bathed in sunshine.
. Going down we retraced our steps into the wide saddle, then linking up
into one rope, we struck off north-west to forge a way down a long slope
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punctuated with seracs and big crevasses. After one of two dead ends we
dropped out onto ice and cramponed happily down onto Hole-in-the-Wall
Glacier and our skis. We went to bed at eight in the morning after the long
trip, but by two in the afternoon we were roasting in the fierce afternoon
sun, unable to sleep. The continuous sunshine took some getting used to.
Norman celebrated his birthday with a few drams of malt but ten minutes
later realised he'd missed the correct date by a whole day, so we had a few
more drams to help him commiserate.

A shorter night's exercise was needed and the South Face and Ridge of
Jack Tar Peak (2045m) fitted the bill. We were surprised to find a few flowers
among the rocks not far below the top, although lichens were not uncommon
on many of the mountains. With the weather set fair, we left the tents at
eight in the evening on 7 July and skied along West Side Glacier to the toe
of a ridge bounding the rumpled face of a big peak. By a combination of
steep rises on the left side and more defined sections of crest we climbed
Starboard Ridge past midnight and into the Sunday morning, then picked
a way through a short band of 100S'e rock to the final ridge of Anchorman
Peak (2340m). The summit area consisted of a bunch of large rock pinnacles,
piles of precariously perched basalt blocks which we left alone to sit
comfortably in wind-free sunlight, gazing out to vast horizons. Still
savouring the climb, we skied back to camp in fme spirits.

Later in the day the sky clouded over from the north-east and a wind
sprang up. We awarded ourselves a night off. Just as well, since snow began
to fall and drift around the tents. By midnight the camp was plastered with
new wet snow and so were the mountains. All through Monday the wind
blew, cold and uncomfortable, so we banked some sleep and enjoyed a
session of whisky-tasting.

Later, Rob reported calm air and clear sky so we decided to capitalise on
the refreshed surfaces by going out for another ski tour. Soon we were
heading east along Broadway, covering five kilometres in an hour. Turning
south-east, we skied up to a shallow col in a ridge and were overflown by a
glowing white bird which circled twice to look at us before heading west. It
gave us the name Ivory Gull Pass for our col, from which we had views
over another big glacier system and its neighbouring peaks. Two hours of
pleasant skiing saw us back to camp pondering our next moves. In the
event our very next attempt to climb was curtailed by warm weather as we
stood beneath a big bergschrund on 10 July below a North Face in the first
bay of West Side Glacier.

With some reluctance we walked away from it but the next peak along to
the west was to provide the bonne bouche of the expedition. For a start, it
was the best-looking mountain in the neighbourhood and its long North
Ridge was the most asethetic line we could wish for, a sort of Arctic
Biancograt with a steep fmish. We were all eager to try it. By 8.40pm on 11
July we were away to ski to the foot of the ridge, reaching a gearing-up spot
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at 1750m in an hour and a quarter. The very end of the ridge was a rock
buttress which we avoided on the right where, taking the lead myself, I
sought a line slanting up across ice to get up near to the crest.

This involved crossing several crevasses of unknown depth or width. At
some places there was the very uncomfortable sound of water rushing in
the depths. A bit higher up there were more crevasses with very insecure
snow-bridges which prompted me to set firm anchors before crawling across,
my knees punching a hole right through here and there. Running out a
whole rope I managed to get into an ice-moat at the top of the slope where
I could reach rocks to place nut anchors. The others quickly joined me and
as midnight arrived I offered Norman the lead, handing him the hitherto
mocked set of wires. Having a roped team in front of me would be a good
focus for my photography. Norman, on his first trip to the Arctic, jumped
at the chance.

The lower ridge was dotted with outcrops and pinnacles and as I followed
with Graham and Sandy, I was amused to see that Norman had decorated
each awkward step with a nut runner. Higher up, the ridge narrowed and
changed direction with a series of superb ice aretes. Norman had dodged
either side and sometimes climbed the crest itself. The exposure increased
and the climbing was magnificent. The sun shone and our spirits took wing.
The last arete merged into a convex calotte, leading to the summit.

Norman, being careful all the way, placed a series of ice screws to protect
us on the steep ice slopes which led to the small summit area. This first
ascent of Harpoon Ridge, the north arete, put us on top of Narwhal Tooth
(2360m), our highest point so far. It had been excellent mountaineering.

The views were stunning in the early-morning sunshine. As a cold wind
chilled us, we re-ordered our rope positions for the descent, intending to go
down the West Ridge to complete a traverse of the peak. Rob went off in
front with Graham behind him anchored to me, then Dave, Sandy and
Norman as back-stop. The West Ridge turned out to be an interesting line
itself, steep and exposed. Losing height quickly we moved together for the
most part, and at the foot of the ridge traversed horizontally into a small
breche to recross onto the West Side Glacier.

Once more on safe ground, we stopped to eat and drink, enthusing about
our route. As we strode back below the imposing North-west Face we felt
very satisfied with our night out, winding our way back to camp in great
contentment.

After resting, we reviewed our remaining time.We were expecting a pick
up on the following Monday so we now had Friday, Saturday and Sunday
to use. Packing up our gear would certainly occupy Sunday so we could
realistically plan for two more outings. When Thursday evening came,
Graham and Norman stayed in camp while the rest of us took off over
Broadway back to Outlook Col and then up the zigzag of Zorro Route
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onto Farawa Peak (191 Om), a short, undemanding climb to a nice viewpoint.
For a final night out we took a long ski tour up through West Side Glacier
to try to get up onto the edge of the Inland Ice.

Sandy decided to rest this time, but the rest of us set off at nine in the
evening and we made good time past the toe of Harpoon Ridge and, an
hour later, halted by Starboard Ridge to eat, drink and put skins on our
skis. Turning the corner of Anchorman Peak we began the prolonged climb
to the head of West Side Glacier beneath some very attractive mountains.
As the ground steepened we found a way around a zone of enormous
crevasses and soon after midnight pulled into the easing of Col Beyond
(2385m), wary of a corniced edge guarding a big drop ahead of us.

A mass of peaks came into view extending along the enormity of the
Sortebrae Glacier system. The wind from the north was cold, giving a chill
of around minus 25°C as we hurried into jackets and took photographs.
The ski run down was quick, spoiled only by the arrival of cloud, and after
a six-hour round-trip back to camp we found that we had covered 30
kilometres with over 700 metres ofllscent.

That was enough, and we were happy. During the rest of Saturday we
dried off, sorted and packed away most of our kit, looking forward to a day
of pleasant relaxation on the Sunday. Disappointingly, on Saturday the
cloud level dropped lower and lower and another period of snowfall set in,
to continue on and off all evening. The night proved to be the coldest one
of the whole trip and the morning of 15 July was a little miserable. The sun
took an age to force its way through.

We needed to be ready for the Monday morning so we packed leisurely.
Later, I got the others to make a huge snow mound which I then sculpted
into a life-sized polar bear complete with a meal of seal. This creature was
much photographed as well as suffering a few indignities best left
undescribed. Grey skies returned in the late afternoon, and in the evening
I retreated into my sleeping bag without much weather optimism. Less
than half an hour later the unmistakeable drone of Twin Otter engines
interrupted my thoughts. By the time I looked out of my tent the plane had
circled once, and by the time I had struggled back into my clothes the plane
had landed.

The pilot, whom I knew from previous expeditions, greeted me with a
grin and asked: 'Are you ready? The weather is turning for the worse, so I
am here tonight.' Out of the passenger door sprang one of my friends who
had just been collected from Gunnbj0rns Fjeld with the rest of his group,
so the plane was actually on its second trip that day.

We rushed to cram our gear into the aircraft and space was tight. The
overload meant a couple of runs before we left the ground and then our
pilot announced another change of plan. Our destination would be Akureyri
in northern Iceland, the Twin Otter's home base, which we reached two
hours later. The duty-free shop was opened specially for us and we were
soon disposing a succession of beers before heading off for a very hot shower.
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Summary: The Tangent British Expedition to the Rignys Bjerg Mountains
2001 comprised: Robert MacCallum, Graham Poole, Dave Rothery, Sandy
Gregson and co-leaders Norman Vemon and Jim Gregson. Brian Pancott's
Royal Navy Arctic Explorer Expedition was active for a month prior to the
Tangent Expedition to the west. This group also climbed Anchorman Peak,
Jack Tar Peak and the Narwhal Tooth.

Peaks Climbed
Whiteliner Peak (2000m) N69°1O.255 W26°41.376. West Ridge, first ascent.
Centrepoint Peak (2025m) N69°09.881 W26°43.233. Traversed by East and

South Ridges, first ascent.
Dumperfjeld (2030m) N69°09.435 W26°43.148. North Ridge, first ascent.

(These three peaks were done as the continuous South Side Traverse.)

Majordomo Peak (2310m) N69°09.861 W26°54.412. North-east Face and
Ridge, first ascent.

Jack Tar Peak (2045m) N69°11.743 W26°48.478. South Face and Ridge,
first ascent of route.

Anchorman Peak (2340m) N69°11.546 W26°57.187. Starboard Ridge.
Narwhal Tooth (2360m) N69°11.636 W26°52.158. Harpoon or North

Ridge, first ascent of route and traverse.
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